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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
All right. We are going to begin today with a specific color: it is magenta light, it’s a very
refined vibration. Now the magenta color is just recent, within the last, maybe, I’d say, seven
years or so that that light started coming in, started being truly visible. Now some lightworkers
got the preview of it a little bit earlier than that. But this pure magenta color is feminine ray
energy and it helps to balance the feminine aspect of creation and it also helps to expand the
creative process. So magenta expands the creative process.
Allow yourself to feel the energy coming in, flowing through the body. Now also helping to
expand the creative process would be the energies of Jupiter, although that magenta color
comes from elsewhere. Just allow, perhaps a merger of Jupiter expanding your energies to a
magenta color. Then you might start feeling an increased energy flow, or more Chi circulating
in the body; Chi or Qi, depending how you have been trained to refer to it, more life force
circulating. Just let that energy continue to build. We want to be very expansive and even
thinking on a large scale during this time period. You might have noticed that we have just
kind of come through a time period where there was some Mars-Saturn energies, Mars-Venus
energies, there has been a lot going on. It has been difficult for some to balance and has been
bringing up some aggression. So this magenta color used to just expand creation in a feminine
way is a perfect recipe.
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Now we are going to work with the nostrils specifically in another exercise. Now we work with
kind of a cool faint blue color; so we would see literally oxygen coming in both nostrils evenly in
this sort of cool blue color. You want to see, and your sinuses may very well be blocked at this
moment or something, or it is coming stronger in one nostril more than the other, then you
might just gently pull on the edge of the nostril to open it a little bit more and we want to
literally see this cool blue color going up both nostrils evenly, filling the upper sinuses and the
lower sinuses, bringing clarity of mind, so a clear expansive mind, symbolically through the
sinus cavities.
And now again we see this cool blue color coming up like a stream of liquid light, coming down
the wind pipe and into the lungs. It’s the same image here. Really filling up the bronchials,
really saturating, really going all the way deep down into the lung tissues, this sort of clear faint
blue color, making clarity in the lungs. Now this is also corresponding sometimes to how we
create emotionally.
So when we work with the sinus cavities, it’s how we create mentally; we work with the lungs,
it’s how we create emotionally and we are again sort of expanding, using expansive clear
energy in both areas at the same time. So one more time then, with the breath, coming in cool
blue; this time we want to see clean clear sinuses, clean clear lungs, simultaneously while the
rest of the body is abundantly aglow in magenta.
All right. That has been today’s spirituality article. There will be another one next week as
usual and a couple of months’ worth is archived on the website. So if you want to start saving
them, you want to catch that now, and save it, print it or save it or both and then you will have
the ongoing complimentary study course.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
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